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Welcome to 
CYP ISE 2016

Find your way 
around our stand

4K Extenders Switchers & Splitters Scalers & ConvertersMatrices Other AVAudio

Being THE European exhibition for the entire AV 
industry, we always look forward to ISE as being 
the place to launch our latest products.  2016 is no 
exception and we are thrilled to be launching over 30 
new products at this year’s show!

With many of these new products offering true 
compatibility with the latest 4K HDTV resolutions and 
compliance with HDBaseT2.0, HDMI2.0, and HDCP2.2, we 
are confident that no matter what the application, there is 
a CYP solution that will satisfy the needs of even the most 
complex installation.  Our extensive range of HDBaseT 
matrices has been expanded to include our most advanced 
matrices yet, starting with our flagship 10x10 matrix with 
full audio matricing. We are also proud to introduce many 
other new solutions into our product lineup, including new 
Presentation Switchers, HDBaseT2.0 Extenders, HDMI over 
IP solutions,  along with new signal management tools that 
any integrator would find an essential for their tool box. In 
addition, there has been substantial upgrades to our Audio 
product range.

So that you don’t miss any of these exciting new products, 
our brochure this year is essentially a guide to our stand, 
highlighting the new products, the technology featured, 
and its location on the stand (see across page).  Also 
included is a brief outline on four of the key technologies 
featured within our new products – 4K TV, HDMI2.0, AV 
over IP and HDCP – along with our not-to-be-missed 
competition to win a top of the range road bike in 
association with CIE Group.

We hope that you enjoy the show and please do talk with 
one of our product experts, who will be very happy to talk 
you through our latest range.
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Indicates product features 4K compatibility

Indicates product is HDMI2.0 compliant

Indicates product is HDCP2.2 compliant

Indicates product utilises HDBaseT Technology

Optical Audio Return - designed to enable audio signals to be routed back 
from a connected display via the displays optical output
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HDMI 2.0/2.0a
With the sale of 4K screens growing month by 
month and predictions of over 40% of all TVs 
being 4K by 2018, we can safely say that 4K 
is here to stay. So just to refresh ourselves. 4K 
is the cinematic format (4,096 x 2,160 pixels), 
the broadcast standard is 4KUHD (Ultra High 
Definition). Sony and Amazon 4K media players, 
BT Vision, Sky and the new 4K Blu-ray players all 
deliver 4KUHD.

So why did they chose UHD over 4K. Scaling, the 
simpler the maths the easier the scaling. So the 
broadcasters decided to go with 3840 x 2160 or 
UHD instead of the existing cinema format of 
4K because pre-existing HD content in the 1920 
x 1080 format scales easily into 3840 x 2160.  
Both the vertical and horizontal resolutions are 
doubled, creating 4x the total pixels of the 1920 x 

1080 signal. That’s 8.29 million pixels against 2.07 
million pixels.

Why do we want 4KUHD? Aside from greater 
detail, bigger screens is the answer. Although in 
reality it’s all about viewing distances. With 4KUHD 
you can have bigger screens in your lounge and 
still see the detail without seeing pixel blocks. In 
the commercial world of digital signage it’s about 
the clarity and detail of giant screens.

What’s next? To go alongside the extra pixels 
we are also seeing wider colour gamuts, higher 
frame-rates and High Dynamic Range. All of these 
add-ons combine to deliver more and more life-
like pictures for cinema, sport and gaming. This is 
what your customer wants and it’s your role as an 
integrator to deliver.

4K is here to stay

Technologies

Love it or hate it, the High Definition Multi-
media Interface (HDMI) is an intrinsic part of the 
AV world. The seismic shift from High Definition 
to Ultra High Definition brings with it the need 
for a new version of this interface, although the 
physical format remains the same. 

HDMI has been through a series of revisions since 
inception. From version 1.1 though to 1.4a, adding 
a variety of features with each revision. Increased 
bandwidth, CEC, ARC & Deep Colour to name a few. 

With HDMI 2.0, among the many new features the 
increase in data speed from 10.2 to 18 Gbit/s is 
by far the most important. This increase in speed 
allows HDMI 2.0 to carry 4K resolution at 60 frames 
per second. Other features of HDMI 2.0 include; 
up to 32 audio channels for a multi-dimensional 
immersive audio experience, up to 1536kHz audio 
sample frequency for the highest audio fidelity, 
simultaneous delivery of dual video streams to 
multiple users on the same screen, simultaneous 

delivery of multi-stream audio to multiple users 
(up to 4), support for the wide angle theatrical 21:9 
video aspect ratio, dynamic synchronization of 
video and audio streams, CEC extensions provides 
expanded command and control of consumer 
electronics devices through a single control point. 
Support for BT.2020 Colorimetry with 10 or more 
bits of colour depth. 

Providing all the AV equipment in the signal chain 
support HDMI 2.0, these higher resolutions and 
frame-rates, along with all of the new features 
combine to deliver more and more life-like 
pictures and sound.

The latest revision HDMI 2.0a, adds support 
for High Dynamic Range (HDR). HDR for TVs 
promises more realistic video with brighter bright 
and darker dark. This technology comes under 
various guises and names depending on the 
manufacturer.
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HDCPHDMI over IP

Technologies

HDMI over IP technology converts HDMI signals 
to TCP/IP packets and delivers them across a 
network utilizing the same CAT wiring that is 
already in place for standard IP Networks such as 
Ethernet. 

By using H.264 compression technology (as used 
by Blu-ray and Netflix) HDMI over IP allows you to 
send signals up to 4K over standard gigabit LAN 
networks including Ethernet switches.

Unlike standard matrices which have a fixed 
number of outputs, HDMI over IP allows the 

distribution of a source to as many display points 
as the network allows. Thus allowing the installer 
to expand the distribution system as and when 
required.

Although H.264 is not lossless compression in 
the strict mathematical sense, the amount of loss 
is typically imperceptible. The latency of H.264 
is ultra-low with the signal delay down to an 
unnoticeable two or three frames per second.

HDCP (High-Bandwidth Digital Content 
Protection) is a copy protection protocol to 
eliminate the possibility of intercepting digital 
data between an HDMI source and sink. Before 
sending data, an HDCP compliant HDMI 
transmitter creates a digital handshake with the 
HDMI receiver to confirm it is HDCP compliant 
(this handshake occurs every 2 seconds). If the 
receiver is HDCP compliant the transmitter 
encrypts the data, to prevent interception 
between transmitter and receiver.

HDCP has been and still is considered to be a 
headache to all HDMI integrators, but it will 
not go away. Just to make matters worse the 
latest version, HDCP 2.2 (which is not backward 

compatible) has been implemented on all 4K 
sources (Sony & Amazon 4K Media-players, BT 
Vision boxes, Sky 4K boxes and the new 4K Blu-ray 
players). Backward incompatibility means that 
4K UHD TVs and sources that are equipped with 
HDCP 1.X cannot play HDCP 2.2 content.  It also 
means that TVs equipped with HDCP 1.X cannot 
accept HDCP 2.2 sources. What this means in the 
real world, is that everything in the 4K delivery 
chain has to be HDCP 2.2 compliant. The source 
and display, any switchers or distribution amps 
and most importantly in more complex systems, 
the matrix. 

Products are available that will convert HDCP2.2 to 
lower HDCP versions - See XA-HDCP on page 33.
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4K, HDCP2.2, HDMI2.0, PoH, LAN, OAR, 100m. 

Each Matrix is supplied with dual removable internal PSU’s, which allow 
for easy inspection and maintenance with zero down time, and a DVI 
output for a local display, allowing installers to easily monitor, test and 
configure the Inputs and Outputs upon installation. 

2-Way IR and IP control allow users to access and control the matrix remotely 
and for the easy integration with third-party control systems, we provide ‘free 
to download’ drivers for Crestron, RTI, AMX, Elan, and Control 4 systems.

  The PUV-1082-4K22 HDMI/HDBaseT 
Matrix supports the transmission of video 
(resolutions up to 4K2K@60Hz, HDCP 2.2, 
HDMI2.0) and multi-channel digital audio 
from 10 HDMI sources to 8 HDBaseT outputs 
and 2 independent HDMI2.0 outputs. 

HDBaseT outputs allow transmission via a 
single CAT5e/6/7 cable up to 100m, whilst 
the independent HDMI outputs support 
cable lengths of up to 10m. 
This matrix supports high resolution 
digital audio formats such as LPCM 
7.1CH,Dolby TrueHD, Dolby Digital Plus, 
Dolby Atmos and DTS-HD Master Audio as 
well as 3D video content.

This matrix incorporates an independent 
audio matrix with 14 audio outputs and 10 
audio inputs. These outputs and inputs can 
also be used for de-embedding HDMI audio 
to the audio outputs and embedding audio 
to the HDBaseT and HDMI outputs. The audio 
CAT connections, along with compatible 
bi-directional audio modules (PU-305BD-RX 
& PU-305BDA-RX) allow integration with 
remote sources and remote audio zones. 
In addition, volume, mute, treble, bass and 
audio lip-sink correction control are available 
on all direct audio outputs. Optical Audio 
Return (OAR) Technology allows the optical 
input on the PUV-1530RX receiver to be 
routed back to the audio matrix.

LAN connectivity provides a 100BaseT 
network for smart TVs or games consoles in 
every zone. The matrix has a built-in pattern 
generator which can be used to verify the 
video signal on any of its 10 output ports. The 
Power over HDBaseT (PoH) function provides 
power to compatible receivers.

Control is via manual selection buttons, 
IR, RS-232, Telnet or Web GUI. CYP provide 
control drivers for all the major control 
systems. This unit also supports RS232 pass-
through to the receivers. The PUV-1082-4K22 
is designed to be used with PUV-1530RX or 
PUV-1510RX receivers that can utilise the PoH 
and LAN capabilities of the matrix.
Continued on P13

Also Available

HDBaseT (100m)
6 x 8 HDBaseT™  
Matrix with Audio 
Matricing
PUV-662-4K22

4 x 6 HDBaseT™  
Matrix with Audio 
Matricing
PUV-442-4K22

HDBaseT Lite (60m)
10 x 10 HDBaseT™  
Lite Matrix with 
Audio Matricing
PUV-1082PL-4K22

6 x 8 HDBaseT™   
Lite Matrix with 
Audio Matricing
PUV-662PL-4K22

10x10 HDMI  
HDBaseT™ Matrix  
with Audio Matricing
4K, HDCP2.2, HDMI2.0, PoH, LAN, OAR, 100m. 

Featuring 4K support, HDMI2.0 and HDCP2.2 compliance and Audio matricing, 
our latest range of matrices are our most advanced yet.  Five new models are 
being introduced, starting with our flagship 10 input x 10 output  
PUV-1082-4K22, with 6 x 8 and 4 x 6 models also offering the full range of 
HDBaseT functions (including transmission of HD sources over single runs of 
CAT5e/6/7 cables up to 100m).  Included in the five new models are two HDBaseT 
Lite models that offer signal transmission over 60m, plus Power over HDBaseT 
(PoH) giving integrators the flexibility they require for any installation.

Making installation simple, all models offer 2-Way IR and IP control, allowing 
integrators to access and control all matrices remotely.  For easy integration with third-
party control systems, we provide ‘free to download’ drivers for Crestron, RTI, AMX and 
Control 4 systems.  When combined with our industry-leading support and backup, 
we can be very confidant that our range offers everything that is required for either 
residential or commercial applications.

10x10 HDMI  
HDBaseT™ Matrix  
with Audio Matricing
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4K HDCP  
2.2 HDBT OAR 4K HDCP  

2.2 HDBT

100m HDBaseT Slimline Receiver
PUV-1530RX

•  4K, HDCP2.2
•  PoH (Power over HDBaseT™)
•  OAR (Optical Audio Return)
•  LAN  serving

100m HDBaseT Receiver
PUV-1510RX

•  4K, HDCP2.2
•  PoH (Power over HDBaseT™)
•  LAN  serving

Compatible Recievers

10x10 HDMI  
HDBaseT™ Matrix  
with Audio Matricing

PUV-1082-4K22 Features

•  HDMI 2.0, HDCP1.4 and HDCP2.2 compliant

•  HDBaseT 5-Play™ convergence: High-Definition video and audio, 
100BaseT Ethernet, PoH (Power over HDBaseT) and control (Bi-
Directional IR & RS-232 pass through)

•  Supported HDBaseT resolutions:  
VGA~WUXGA, 480i~1080p 
4K/2K & 4K UHD @24/25/30Hz (RGB 4:4:4 & YUV 4:2:2) 
4K/2K & 4K UHD @ 60Hz (YUV 4:2:0) 

•  4K@60 (RGB 4:4:4) on HDMI output ports

•  4K/2K & 4K UHD signals can be transmitted up to 70m via CAT5e/6 
and 100m via CAT6a/7

•  Supports automatic 4K@60 RGB 4:4:4 to YUV 4:2:0 conversion for 
HDBaseT outputs

•  Supports pass-through of HD audio formats: LPCM 2/5.1/7.1CH, 

Dolby Digital 2/5.1CH, Dolby Digital Plus, Dolby TrueHD, Dolby 
Atmos and DTS-HD Master Audio

•  Supports audio matrix functionality enabling full audio management 
of the system including HDBaseT audio zone selection

•  Supports Digital to Analogue Conversion (DAC) and Analogue to 
Digital Conversion (ADC) for audio integration

•  Supports on-board audio over CAT inputs and outputs for 
transmission up to 150m

•  Supports Volume, Mute, Treble, Bass, and Audio delay for lip-sync on 
direct audio outputs.

•  Optical Audio Return (OAR)

•  Advanced internal and external EDID management

•  Control is via RS-232, remote control, on-panel control and IP Control 
(Telnet & Web GUI).

4K HDMI  
2.0

HDCP  
2.2 HDBT OAR
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8 x 8 HDMI HDBaseT™ Matrix 
5-Play™ including LAN serving, 4K resolution support & HDCP2.2

PU-8H8HBTE-4K22

Features
•   HDCP 2.2 Compliant
•   VGA~WUXGA, 480i~1080p 

4K/2K & 4K UHD @24/25/30Hz (RGB 4:4:4 & YUV 4:2:2)  
4K/2K & 4K UHD @ 60Hz (YUV 4:2:0)

•   LPCM 7.1CH, Dolby TrueHD, Dolby Digital Plus, Dolby Atmos and DTS-
HD  Master Audio transmission

•   4K/2K & 4K UHD via CAT5e/6 = 70m & CAT6a/7 = 100m
•   PoC (Power over Cable) and LAN features are available on  

compatible receivers only
•  Controlled via IR, RS-232, front panel and IP Control  

(Telnet & Web GUI)

Matrices (Continued)

Features
  •   HDCP 2.2 Compliant
•   VGA~WUXGA, 480i~1080p 

4K/2K & 4K UHD @24/25/30Hz (RGB 4:4:4 & YUV 4:2:2)  
4K/2K & 4K UHD @ 60Hz (YUV 4:2:0)

•   LPCM 7.1CH, Dolby TrueHD, Dolby Digital Plus, Dolby Atmos and DTS-
HD Master Audio transmission

•    Optical de-embedding from selected HDMI input, audio sampling rate 
of 192kHz

•    Fast switching technology
•  Preview mode uses Picture in Picture technology to display sources 

simultaneously on each output
•  Controlled via IR, RS-232, front panel and IP Control (Telnet & Web GUI)

Features
•   HDCP 2.2 Compliant
•   VGA~WUXGA, 480i~1080p 

4K/2K & 4K UHD @24/25/30Hz  
(RGB 4:4:4 & YUV 4:2:2)  
4K/2K & 4K UHD @ 60Hz (YUV 4:2:0)

•   4K/2K & 4K UHD signals can be 
transmitted up to 35m via CAT5e/6 and 
40m via CAT6a/7

•   LPCM 7.1CH, Dolby TrueHD, Dolby Digital Plus, Dolby Atmos and DTS-HD 
Master Audio transmission

•    Supports breakout of L/R analogue audio for each HDBaseT Zones (Outputs A to D).
•    Controlled via IR, RS-232, front panel and IP Control (Telnet & Web GUI)

4 x 4 HDMI HDBaseT LITE Matrix 
with 2x Mirrored HDMI outputs & Audio De-embedding (4K, HDCP2.2,  PoH, 60m) - Supplied with 4x PUV-1210PL-RX Receivers

PUV-44XPL-4K22-KIT

4K HDCP  
2.2 HDBT

4K HDCP  
2.2

5-Play HDBaseT 
Receiver 
(inc. PoC & single LAN, up to 100m)

PU-507RX

Features
•   HDCP 2.2 Compliant
•   Audio support up to 7.1CH & Dolby 

TrueHD, Dolby Atmos and DTS-HD
•   5-Play™ convergence: HDMI, LAN,  

PoC & Control (IR & RS232)
•   Supports 3D signals
•   Supports 4K/2K & 4K UHD -  

CAT5e/6 = 70m & CAT6a/7 = 100m

5-Play™ HDBaseT™  
Wall Plate Receiver 
(inc. PoC & single LAN, up to 100m)

PU-507WPRX

Features
•   HDCP 2.2 Compliant
•   Audio support up to 7.1CH & Dolby 

TrueHD, Dolby Atmos and DTS-HD
•   5-Play™ convergence: HDMI, LAN, PoC 

& Control (IR & RS232)
•   Supports 3D signals
•   Supports 4K/2K & 4K UHD - CAT5e/6 = 

70m & CAT6a/7 = 100m

4K HDCP  
2.2 HDBT

6x2 HDMI Matrix Switch 
with Audio De-Embedding 4K resolution support & HDCP2.2

OR-HD62CD-4K22

4K HDCP  
2.2 HDBT

4K HDCP  
2.2 HDBT
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Modular Matrices
The CYP Modular matrix series is available with a 16x16 and 32x32 
chassis. These chassis utilise input and output modules, each with 
8 input or output connections accordingly. It is also possible to 
use blanking modules on either chassis effectively creating any 
modular configuration with multiples of 8 inputs and outputs, up 
to a full 32x32 matrix. 

Select input and output modules with HDBaseT™, HDBaseT™ LITE, 
HDMI, DVI and VGA technologies for easy in-built signal conversion 
from any input to any output module. All CYP Modular Matrices are 
built-to-order, tested, certified and shipped pre-configured, so when 
your matrix arrives on site, it is ready to go, straight out of the box.

32x32 Modular Matrix
•  Select up to four 8 input modules
•  Select up to four 8 output modules

16x16 Modular Matrix 
•  Select up to two 8 input modules
•  Select up to two 8 output modules

Input / Output Modules

Modular Matrix Configuration Tool
To help with the specification process, we have created an online Modular Matrix Configuration 
Tool.  Accessible via the CYP website, this useful tool enables integrators to specify their 
requirements and graphically build a 16x16 or 32x32 matrix using the online step-by-step 
wizard. A bill of parts is generated which can then be emailed for reference and easily 
forwarded on to your chosen CYP distributor, safe in the knowledge that all components have 
been selected for a fully-customised matrix that CYP builds to the installers specifications.

Module Model Description Input Output 4K 1080p I/O Distance PoC LAN

IN-HBT5P-4K-8 8x 4K HDBaseT Module P P P 100m P P

IN-HDMI-4K-8 8x 4K HDMI Module P P P 10m

IN-HDMI-8 8x HDMI Module P P 15m

IN-VGA-8 8x VGA Module P 15m

IN-DVI-8 8x DVI Module P P 15m

OUT-HBT5P-4K-8 8x 4K HDBaseT Module P P P 100m P P

OUT-HBT4P-8 8x HDBaseT Module P P 100m P

OUT-HBT3P-8 8x HDBaseT Lite Module P P 60m P

OUT-HDMI-4K-8 8x 4K HDMI Module P P P 10m

OUT-HDMI-8 8x HDMI Module P P 15m

OUT-DVI-8 8x DVI Module P P 15m
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Video Wall
Creating awe inspiring videowall messages not only requires 
captivating content, it requires a content management and 
delivery system that can effectively and reliably deliver the 
necessary AV signals to the right place at the right time in the 
highest possible quality. 

We have a wide selection of multi-screen controllers and multi-format 
switchers and splitters that provide installers with robust and flexible 
signal management options, enabling them to exceed their clients 
expectations every time.

4 x 2 HDMI Seamless Switch with  
Integrated Multi-View (Picture in Picture) 
Technology & 4K Outputs 
EL-42PIP

An advanced 4 Way HDMI switch with integrated Multi-view (Picture 
In Picture) technology. This plug and play solution offers advanced 
control and display options for the integration of four 1080p HDMI 
sources and output 4K (4x 1080P) to two compatible displays. The 
output to each connected screen can be independently configured 
to display the desired sources either in full screen mode or picture-
in-picture (PIP) mode. Additional flexibility is provided with on-board 
pre-configured PIP settings or create and save your favourite custom 
output configurations to suit any AV installation.  

Control is via preset hot keys, OSD, IR, RS-232 and Telnet for instant 
control and switching. The WebGUI feature allows complete control 
over the size, position and setting of the source images independently 
to each output. 

The EL-42PIP is the perfect cost effective solution for integrating CCTV 
or a combination of HDMI sources to two independent displays within 
any commercial or residential AV installation.

4-Way HDMI Switch with Integrated  
Multi-view (Picture In Picture) Technology 
EL-41PIP

An advanced 4 Way HDMI switch with integrated Multi-view (Picture 
In Picture) technology. This plug and play solution offers advanced 
control and display options for the integration of 4 sources onto a 

single display. The EL-41PIP is the perfect cost effective solution for 
integrating CCTV or a combination of sources into any single display 
within  any commercial or residential AV installation.

4K

4K

1 to 4 multi-screen controller  
with 4K input support 
DS-MSC14-4K

Enables a 4K video wall to be created using any 1080p HDMI displays. 
The HDMI source can be displayed as a single image on each screen 
or 1 image across all screens. A single unit will create a 2x2 video 
wall. Multiple units can be combined to create larger video wall 

configurations. Control is via RS-232, Telnet IP and our downloadable 
application which will allow full control of the DS-MSC14-4K from 
adjusting the bezel correction to pre-set video wall layouts.
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8 x 4 HDBaseT™ / HDMI / VGA  
Presentation Switch
with switchable digital bypass output

EL-5500-HBT

 The EL-5500-HBT is an advanced rack mountable HDBaseT, HDMI, 
VGA and Composite presentation switcher. This device can scale 
and switch eight input sources to it’s two HDMI outputs and a single 
HDBaseT output, with their associated audio signals to the native 
resolutions supported by the connected display. This presentation 
switch also features a switchable digital bypass output allowing any 
HDMI or HDBaseT input to be directly bypassed via the HDMI bypass 
output. 

Control is via the IR remote, RS-232, IP, or via manual selection 
buttons. Both digital and analogue stereo audio is supported via  
a built-in DAC (Digital to Analogue Converter) and ADC (Analogue 
to Digital Converter) providing flexible audio signal integration. The 
EL-5500-HBT is the perfect solution for any educational or commercial 
environment requiring integration of multiple sources and signal 
formats to three HDMI displays.

Features
•  HDMI, HDCP, and DVI compliant
•  Digital to Analogue & Analogue to Digital Audio conversion (DAC/

ADC)
•  Supported Resolutions : HDTV: 480i to 1080p PC: VGA to WUXGA
•  Aspect Ratio Adjustment
•  Motion Adaptive De-interlace (3D)
•  Video Noise Reduction
•  Underscan / Overscan Selection
•  Picture Adjustment Settings
•  HDBaseT Outputs support PoC (Power over Cable) through to 

compatible connected receiver
•  Independent HDMI bypass output (switching digital inputs only)
•  Supports HDBaseT LAN Serving function
•  Supports IR/RS-232/IP and front panel button control

HDBT

HDMI / VGA / Display Port  
Presentation Switch & Scaler
with HDMI & HDBaseT™ LITE Outputs

EL-5400-HBT

This HDMI/DisplayPort/VGA to HDMI Scaler with HDBaseT LITE 
Output is designed to switch and scale up to 5 AV inputs to 
simultaneous HDMI and HDBaseT outputs at resolutions up to 
1080p/WUXGA. Additionally, it offers 3 analogue audio line level 
inputs, a switchable microphone input and a line level output. The 
microphone input features a 48V ‘Phantom’ power mode for use 
with professional microphones. The audio DSP engine offers auto-
mixing and auto-gain control to mix or reduce the background 
audio in order to enhance the main audio source. The system can 
be controlled and easily configured via WebGUI, IR remote control 
or RS-232. This device is an ideal solution for presentation facilities 
within a classroom conference room environment.

Features
•  HDMI and HDCP compliant
•  Supports multiple inputs: 2× HDMI, 2× VGA and 1× DisplayPort, 

3× Unbalanced Audio, 1 ×MIC In (48V phantom selection)
•  Offers simultaneous outputs: 1× HDMI, and 1× CAT5e/6/7 (60m)
•  Supports HDTV resolutions up to 1080p (VGA to WUXGA)
•  Supports Internal EDID
•  Supports pass-through of PCM 2CH
•  Audio DSP offers auto-mixing and auto-gain control for mixing or 

reducing background audio
•  Supports control via WebGUI, IR remote and RS-232
•  Supports IR In and IR Out to receive or transmit IR signal from 

compatible HDBaseT receiver with bi-directional RS-232 control
•  Supports input selection via trigger switch
•  PC inputs can be set to support Component

HDBT
Compatible HDBaseT™ Transmitters (TX) and Receivers (RX)

PU-607BD-TX PU-607BD-RX PU-507RX PU-507WPRX

Presentation  
Switchers

CYP products are engineered to deliver market leading 
performance and reliability in a variety of AV installation 
environments. 

Regardless of the signal format or number of displays, the scale of 
AV integration that can be achieved is limitless. All CYP solutions are 
designed to deliver a standard of signal distribution that provides 
unprecedented levels of confidence and control for the user. 

Compatible HDBaseT™ Receiver

PU-515PL-RX
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With over 30 new products launching on our stand, we have 
highlighted some of those that really should not be missed:

Star products for 2016!
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QU-2-4K22  |  QU-4-4K22  |  QU-8-4K22  |  QU-10-4K22

These distribution amplifiers (splitters) support 4K2K Ultra-High Definition video 
with HDMI2.0 and HDCP2.2 compliance. In addition, 3D Video signals and High 
Definition Audio formats such as LPCM 7.1CH, Dolby TrueHD, Dolby Digital Plus, 
Dolby Atmos and DTS-HD Master Audio, audio sampling rate up to 192kHz are also 
supported. Each buffered output can run 4K (RGB 4:4:4) up to 10m, and 1080p/8-bit 
up to 20 metres. These distribution amplifiers can also be cascaded up to 3 layers.

Features
•  HDMI 2.0, HDCP 2.2 and DVI compliant
•  Supports UHDTV resolutions up to 4K2K: 3840×2160@24/25/30/50/60Hz & 

4096×2160 @24/25/30/60Hz
•  Supports pass-through of high definition audio: LPCM 2/5.1/7.1CH, Dolby Digital 

2/5.1CH, DTS 2/5.1CH, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD Master Audio & Dolby Atmos
•  Supports System Reset function (CEC active source command) allows the unit to 

reset the TV to its default HDMI input automatically
•  HDMI input supports ‘Standard’ mode and ‘TV’ mode EDID settings
•  Input and output status are indicated on the front panel

QU-2-4K22

1 HDMI input to 2 identical HDMI outputs

QU-4-4K22

1 HDMI input to 4 identical HDMI outputs

QU-8-4K22

1 HDMI input to 8 identical HDMI outputs

QU-10-4K22

1 HDMI input to 10 identical HDMI outputs

4K HDMI  
2.0

HDCP  
2.2

 These 4-Way HDMI Switchers are designed to enable the user to switch between any of the four connected HDMI sources  
to send video and audio to a single HDMI display. They fully support all the latest features of the HDMI 2.0 specification  
such as 4K UHD resolutions (4K2K@60Hz - RGB 4:4:4), HDR (High Dynamic Range), ‘Deep Color’, and High Definition audio. 

EL-41HP-4K22

   4-Way Advanced HDMI Switcher  
(4K, HDCP2.2, HDMI2.0, IR, RS-232, IP, Web GUI)

Features
•   HDMI2.0, HDCP 2.2 and DVI compatible
•   Supports HDTV resolutions up to 4K2K 

(3840x2160@24/25/30/50/60 & 4096x2160 @24/25/30/50/60Hz)
•   Supports pass-through of HD audio formats of PCM 2/5.1/7.1CH, 

Dolby Digital 2/5.1CH, DTS 2/5.1CH, Dolby Digital Plus, Dolby 
TrueHD, Dolby Atmos and DTS-HD Master Audio

•   Supports control via Telnet, WebGUI, IR remote and RS-232
• A dvanced WebGUI interface enables full user control

EL-41S-4K22
4-Way HDMI Switcher  
(4K, HDCP2.2, HDMI2.0, IR)

Features
•   HDMI2.0, HDCP 2.2 and DVI compatible
•   Supports HDTV resolutions up to 4K2K 

(3840x2160@24/25/30/50/60 & 4096x2160 @24/25/30/50/60Hz)
•   Supports pass-through of HD audio formats of PCM 2/5.1/7.1CH, 

Dolby Digital 2/5.1CH, DTS 2/5.1CH, Dolby Digital Plus, Dolby 
TrueHD, Dolby Atmos and DTS-HD Master Audio

•   Supports control via IR remote and RS-232

Switchers Splitters

4K HDMI  
2.0

HDCP  
2.2
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HDMI or VGA over IP 
Transmitter & Receiver
With USB support (4K, HDCP2.2)

IP-6000TX & IP-6000RX

 The PU-IP6000TX transmitter and IP-6000RX receiver allows you to 
transmit HDMI or VGA signals over a LAN Network via CAT5e/6/7 
cable. This extender is multi-function transmitter that supports the 
transmission of Ultra High-Definition signals (up to 4K2K@30Hz, 
RGB 4:4:4) for distances up to 100m. This system is perfect for both 
residential and commercial installation environments. 

The video and audio can be transmitted via an IP network for distances 
up to 100m through a single network switch. The transmission distance 
can be further extended up to 100m between network switches that 
supports Gigabit networks. 

This system also features bi-directional IR pass-through, analogue line 
level in/out, and microphone input provide the user with variety of 
audio options. The USB function allows the system to act like USB hub 
which, when combined with the VGA input/output feature, it can be 
used as a KVM switch. Adding extra devices allows the user to cascade 
the system enabling them to extend the transmission distance without 
signal loss or introducing delay. Control is via On-screen Display (OSD), 
Telnet, IR Remote, WebGUI and RS-232 commands.

Features
•  HDCP 2.2, HDMI and DVI compatible
•  Supports HDMI and VGA inputs and outputs
•  Supports video transmission over IP up to 100m
•  Supports input resolutions up to 4K2K@30Hz (RGB 4:4:4) or 
  4K2K@60Hz (YUV 4:2:0)
•  Supports pass-through of HD audio formats (PCM 2CH)
•  Supports audio line in for audio input to the transmitter and line 

output to an amplifier or AV Receiver
•  Supports microphone input on the receiver unit
•  Supports USB keyboard and mouse
•  Control via OSD, Telnet, WebGUI, IR remote and RS-232

New HDMI over IP solutions

4K HDCP  
2.2 HDBT OAR

USB
2.2

100m HDBaseT™ 2.0 Slimline  
Transmitter & Receiver
4K, HDCP2.2, PoH, LAN, OAR, USB

PUV-2010TX and PUV-2010RX

These slimline Transmitters and Receivers enable transmission of 
video resolutions up to 4K UHD, along with HD audio, bi-directional 
audio, 2-Way IR, RS-232, PoH (Power over HDBaseT), LAN, and 
USB data signals up to 100m. Utilising the latest HDBaseT™ 2.0 
technology, this solution provides advanced signal management 
and dedicated audio pathways to ensure reliable results in the most 
demanding installation environments. In addition to the full 5-Play 
convergence, this device also incorporates OAR (Optical Audio 
Return) and ARC (Audio Return Channel) functions which enable 
audio from a compatible display to be routed back from the receiver 
unit to the transmitter. All audio, video, control, and power are 
transmitted simultaneously over a single CAT6a/7 cable up to 100m.

This system also allows the connection of any USB host, enabling a 
USB connection to 2 USB ports, giving the PU-2010RX Receiver the 
ability to act like a USB hub.

All of these features are encorporated into an ultra slim casing 
(16mm thickness), providing unrivalled flexibility and ease of 
installation. 

Features
•  Supports full HDBaseT™ 2.0 specification signals can be received up 

to a maximum distance of 100m over CAT6a/7
•  HDCP 2.2, HDMI and DVI compatible
•  HDBaseT 5-Play™ convergence: High-Definition video and audio, 

100BaseT Ethernet, PoH (Power over HDBaseT) and control (Bi-
Directional IR & RS-232 pass through)

•  Supported resolutions VGA~WUXGA, 480i~1080p, 4K 
UHD@24/25/30Hz (RGB 4:4:4 & YUV 4:2:2), 4K UHD@ 60Hz (YUV 
4:2:0), 4K/2K@24/25/30Hz (RGB 4:4:4 & YUV 4:2:2) and 4K/2K@ 60Hz 
(YUV 4:2:0) dependent upon the output display’s EDID settings

•  4K/2K & 4K UHD signals can be transmitted up to 70m via CAT5e/6 
and 100m via CAT6a/7

•  Supports pass-through of HD audio formats: LPCM 2/5.1/7.1CH, 
Dolby Digital 2/5.1CH, Dolby Digital Plus, Dolby TrueHD, Dolby 
Atmos and DTS-HD Master Audio

•  Independent bi-directional audio
•  Optical audio return (OAR)
•  Audio return channel (ARC)
•  Dedicated channel for analogue stereo audio transmission from the 

transmitter to a compatible receiver.
•  Ultra slim chassis design for ease of installation
•  USB Data Serving from Transmitter (single USB) to Receiver (2x USB).

The latest HDBaseT2.0 
Extender Sets

4K HDCP  
2.2
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Features
•  HDMI2.0, HDCP 2.2, and DVI 

compliant
•  Supports HDTV resolutions up to 

4Kx2K (3840x2160@ 24/25/30/ 
50/60 & 4096x2160@24/25/ 
30/50/60 RGB 4:4:4).

•  Supports bypass of high 
resolution digital audio formats 
including LPCM 7.1CH, Dolby 
TrueHD, Dolby Digital Plus, Dolby 
Atmos and DTS-HD Master Audio

•  Supports HDMI audio sampling 
rate up to 192 kHz

•  Supports Optical S/PDIF audio sampling rate up to 192 kHz
•  Supports analogue stereo L/R and Optical S/PDIF audio outputs

HDMI Audio De-Embedder 
with Dolby Digital & DTS Decoder  
(4K,HDCP2.2, HDMI2.0)

AU-1H1DD-4K22

The AU-1H1DD-4K22 is an advanced solution for de-
embedding and down-mixing audio signals from the 
HDMI input (up to Dolby® Digital and DTS® 2.0+Digital 
Out). Connect the AU-1H1DD between the source and 
your display via HDMI, and select 2CH LPCM or bypass. 
The digital audio outputs can be set to either 2CH 
LPCM or bypass. The L/R analogue outputs will always 
output down-mixed stereo (with audio up to Dolby® 
Digital and DTS® 2.0+Digital Out). This device supports 
the latest 4K2K resolutions, HDMI2.0 and HDCP2.2 for 
stunning results. 

HDMI Audio De-embedder (up to 7.1)
with built-in Repeater (4K, HDCP2.2, HDMI2.0) 

AU-11SA-4K22

The AU-11SA-4K22 advanced digital audio decoder is designed to 
de-embed 2-channel or multi-channel audio from the connected 
HDMI input and breakout this audio to provide 7.1 analogue 
audio connections, plus a 5.1 optical audio output and the HDMI 
bypass output. This device supports bypass of high resolution 
digital audio formats including LPCM 7.1CH, Dolby TrueHD, Dolby 
Digital Plus, Dolby Atmos and DTS-HD Master Audio, and supports 
audio sampling rates up to 192kHz. In addition, the AU-11SA-4K22 
supports 4K video resolutions, HDMI 2.0, and HDCP 2.2.

Features
•       HDMI 2.0, HDCP 2.2 and DVI compliant
•       HDMI audio decoder with built in repeater
•       Supports HDTV resolutions up to 4Kx2K (3840x2160@24/25/30/ 

50/60 & 4096x2160@24/25/30/50/60 RGB 4:4:4)
•       The optical output supported audio: LPCM, Dolby Digital and DTS 

up to 5.1
•       HDMI Bypass output supported audio: Dolby True HD, Dolby 

Digital Plus, and DTS-HD Master Audio
•       Analogue audio outputs support LPCM 2 channel, 
  LPCM5.1 and LPCM7.1
•       Audio sampling rate up to 192 kHz

Audio

Features
•    HDCP 2.2, HDMI2.0, and DVI compatible
•    Built-in Dolby Digital Decoder & DTS 2.0+Digital Out Decoder
•    Integrated digital interpolator filter and Digital-to-Analog 

Converter (DAC)
•    Supports HDTV resolutions up to 4K2K: 3840×2160@24/25/30Hz, 

4096×2160@24/25/30Hz, 3840×2160@50/60Hz (YUV 4:2:2 / YUV 
4:2:0) & 4096×2160@50/60 (RGB 4:4:4)

•    Supports simultaneous audio outputs on HDMI, analogue L/R, 
Coaxial and Optical

•    Supports sampling rates; Dolby Digital (up to 48kHz), DTS (up to 
96kHz), LPCM (up to 96kHz), and coaxial and optical output audio 
(up to 96kHz)

•    Supports de-embedding the audio signal from an HDTV’s ARC 
(Audio Return Channel) connection

4K HDMI  
2.0

HDCP  
2.2

4K HDMI  
2.0

HDCP  
2.2

4K HDMI  
2.0

HDCP  
2.2

HDMI Audio De-embedder  
(up to 5.1)
with built-in Repeater  
(4K, HDCP2.2, HDMI2.0)

AU-11CD-4K22

The AU-11CD-4K22 is an advanced 
solution for repeating HDMI with 
integrated Audio de-embedding, up 
to 5.1. Connect the AU-11CD-4K22 
between your source and display via 
HDMI, and select the audio format 
required. This device supports 4K 
resolutions, HDMI 2.0 and HDCP 2.2. 
The built-in HDMI repeater function 
allows users to extend the transmission 
distance up to a further 10m from the 
device HDMI output.

HDMI Audio Embedder
with built-in Repeater  
(4K, HDCP2.2, HDMI2.0)

AU-11CA-4K22

This device allows you to insert 
analogue or digital stereo and multi-
channel digital surround sound signals 
(via Optical) onto a HDMI signal, to 
give users the flexibility to manage 
their audio signals within a wider AV 
installation. The AU-11CA-4K22 also 
acts as a HDMI repeater by boosting the 
HDMI signal enabling up to 10m HDMI 
cables to be run from the HDMI output . 
This device supports HDMI 2.0, HDCP 2.2 
and 4K resolutions. 

Features
•      HDMI 2.0, HDCP 2.2 and DVI 

compliant
•      Supports HDTV resolutions up to 

4Kx2K (3840x2160@ 24/25/30/ 
50/60 & 4096x2160@ 24/25/30/ 
50/60 RGB 4:4:4)

•      Supports HDMI high resolution 
digital audio format bypass, 
LPCM 7.1CH, Dolby TrueHD, 
Dolby Digital Plus, Dolby Atmos 
and DTS-HD Master Audio

•      Select which audio source you 
require to be embedded onto the HDMI output

•      Supports HDMI and Optical S/PDIF audio sample rate up to 192 kHz
•      Supports LPCM Stereo, DTS and Dolby Digital via Optical input 4K HDMI  

2.0
HDCP  

2.2
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2-Channel Digital Amplifier  
AU-A300

A compact 2 channel digital amplifier that is perfect for providing 
high quality audio distribution into remote AV zones within any 
multi-room installation. This advanced solution can integrate HDMI 
audio outputs from a CYP matrix, local inputs (iPod and MP3 etc) via 
the stereo and digital inputs and even utilise the audio output from 
a  TV, which is growing in popularity as a dedicated source within an 
AV system. 

Features
•  30W per channel digital stereo Amplifier
•  Control via remote control, RS-232 or IP (Web GUI or Telnet)
•  Single zone amplifier
•  LCD Display
•  Compact design for remote in-zone application

Integrated 2-Channel Zone Amplifier  
(Audio Only)  
AU-A50

A compact 2 channel digital zone amplifier that is perfect for 
providing high quality audio distribution into remote AV zones 
within any multi-room installation. This advanced solution can 
integrate digital and analogue audio signals from multiple 
sources, including an audio output from a TV, enabling sound re-
enforcement within any zone.

Features
•  30W per channel digital stereo Amplifier
•  Control via remote control, RS-232 or IP (Web GUI or Telnet)
•  Single zone amplifier
•  LCD Display
•  Compact design for remote in-zone application
•  Supports on-board audio over CAT inputs and outputs for 

transmission up to 150m

HDBaseT™ 2-Channel Digital AV Receiver  
AU-A300-HBT

A compact 2 channel digital receiver that is perfect for providing high 
quality audio distribution in remote AV zones within any multi-room 
installation. This advanced solution can integrate local HDMI and 
remote HDBaseT sources from a CYP matrix, local inputs (iPod and 
MP3 etc) via the stereo and digital inputs and even utilise the audio 
output from a  TV, which is growing in popularity as a dedicated 
source within an AV system. The device also incorporates a HDBaseT 
output that can be used for creating additional HDBaseT zones or 
used to repeat the signal to further HDBaseT 2-Channel Digital AV 
Receivers.

Audio Amplifiers

Features
•    30W per channel digital stereo Amplifier
•    Integrated HDBaseT Input and Output
•    Control via remote control, RS-232 or IP (Web GUI or Telnet)
•    Simultaneous audio outputs
•    HDMI Audio Embedding
•    Supports Digital to Analogue (DAC) and Analogue to Digital (ADC) 

conversion
•    Compact design for remote in-zone application
•    Supports PoC (Power over Cable) for connected compatible HDBaseT 

receivers HDBT
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Features
•  HDMI2.0, HDCP 2.2 and DVI compatible
•  Supported resolutions VGA~WUXGA, 480i~1080p, 4K 

UHD@24/25/30Hz (RGB 4:4:4 & YUV 4:2:2), 4K UHD@ 60Hz (YUV 
4:2:0), 4K/2K@24/25/30Hz (RGB 4:4:4 & YUV 4:2:2) and 4K/2K@ 
60Hz (YUV 4:2:0) dependent upon the output display’s EDID 
settings

•  Professional analogue signal handling and conversion between 
balanced and unbalanced output signals

•  Easy integration of USB, HDMI, L/R Stereo, Digital Optical and 
Coaxial sources onto speakers or headphones (6.35mm Jack)

•  HDMI bypass function including the ability to embed and de-
embed audio

•  Analogue to Digital conversion (ADC)
•  Digital to Analogue conversion (DAC)
•  Digital inputs feature Sample Rate Conversion (SRC) to 44.1, 48, 

88.2, 96, 176.4, 192 and 384kHz via DSP Engine
•  Supports Analogue L/R input/output, XLR, and 6.3mm 

headphone outputs

Coaxial to Analogue Stereo Audio Converter 
with Dolby® Digital & DTS® 2.0 Decoder

AU-D5D

 The AU-D5D is a digital to analogue converter (DAC) which allows 
the user to easily downmix digital coaxial signals to analogue 
stereo audio. The AU-D5D features Dolby Digital and DTS decoding 
allowing for seamless integration to any AV system.

Features
•   Dolby Digital and DTS downmixing
•   Digital coaxial to analogue stereo audio conversion (DAC)
•   Coaxial input supports DTS up to 5.1 with audio sampling rates up 

to 96KHz and Dolby Digital up to 5.1 with audio sampling rates of 
48KHz

•   Supports 24-bit SPDIF bitstream data

Dolby®/DTS® Digital Downmixer 
with Digital / Analogue Audio Conversion

AU-22DD

 The AU-22DD is a versatile audio converter allowing users to convert 
analogue audio signals to digital or digital audio signals to analogue. 
It supports Dolby Digital and DTS audio downmixing, and can 
simultaneously output from all 3 audio outputs without any signal 
loss, adding extra flexibility to your AV system.

Features
•   Embedded Dolby Digital & DTS Decoder technology for Digital 

downmixing
•   Bi-directional Digital/Analogue Audio Converter
•   Three-way conversion; Coaxial to Optical & Analogue, Optical to 

Coaxial & Analogue, and Analogue to Optical & Coaxial
•   Integrated digital interpolator filter and Digital-to-Analogue 

Converter (DAC)
•   Sampling rates 32 to 96 KHz
•   Provides electromagnetic noise free transmission

IP Audio Controller 
AU-IP21

The AU-IP21 has the choice of Optical or analogue stereo inputs, 
outputting to analogue L/R with the choice of mono or stereo. 
Telnet and Web GUI control provide remote control over a network. 
The Web GUI inputs labels can be edited allowing the user to 
customize the interface. Ideal for adding remote volume control to 
amplification systems.

Features
•    Supports optical input sampling rate up to 192kHz
•    Supports Optical & analogue L/R inputs to analogue L/R output
•    Support Stereo out or Mono out
•    Support Volume control by Telnet or WebGUI
•    Single button source selection
•    Editable source labels in WebGUI

Audio

4K HDMI  
2.0

HDCP  
2.2

Advanced DAC 
with HDMI Switching and Audio Breakout (4K, HDCP2.2, HDMI2.0)

AU-D250 4K22

 The AU-D250-4K22 is designed to integrate and convert both analogue 
and digital audio signals into any AV system. This device has an in-built 
sample rate converter which can upscale audio signals between 44.1kHz 
to 384kHz (24 bit). With 4K resolution support, HDMI2.0 and HDCP2.2 
compliance, the AU-D250-4K22 also enables switching of up to 4 HDMI 
sources to a single HDMI output, and allows the user to embed or de-
embed audio within the HDMI signal path. 
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HDMI Pattern Generator
(4K, HDCP2.2, HDMI2.0) 
XA-2

An advanced yet compact pattern generator for testing and 
troubleshooting HDMI systems. There are 6 resolution settings 
covering 4K and Full HD resolutions, 4 test patterns, 2 audio inputs 
provide integration of stereo and surround sound signals, and 3 
HDCP modes (HDCP1.4, 2.2 and non-HDCP). With simple to use 
control via buttons on the front panel and LED indicators for quick 
viewing of the current status, this pattern generator is a must have 
tool for any professional AV integrator. 

Features
•   HDMI2.0, HDCP2.2 and DVI compliant
•   Generates HDMI resolutions up to 4K2K 60Hz
•   Generates HDCP1.4, HDCP2.2 and non-HDCP signals
•   Resolutions supported : 720p@60, 1080p@60, & 4K@30/60
•   Supports external analog stereo and optical digital audio inputs
•   Video bandwidth support : 18Gbps

HDCP & Colour Bandwidth Converter
(4K, HDCP2.2, HDMI2.0) 
XA-HDCP

Designed to enable installers to manage HDCP (High-Bandwidth 
Definition Content Protection) signals. Since the introduction 
of HDCP2.2, which is not backwards compatible with previous 
versions, installers face the challenge of managing copy protected 
content to allow AV signals to be integrated into any AV system. 
This device converts HDCP2.2 signals to a lower HDCP format 
enabling AV content to be easily integrated into a system which 
uses non-HDCP2.2 compliant devices, thus eliminating the need to 
upgrade all devices in the signal path to be HDCP2.2 compliant.

In addition to converting HDCP signals, the XA-HDCP can also 
analyse the content bandwidth, HDCP, EDID and Colourspace 
status of the inputted signal. Further features include the ability to 
upload EDID settings to a PC application which allows the user to 
create alternative EDID settings for specific applications. The XA-
HDCP also acts as a HDMI repeater which equalises and recovers 
TMDS data before re-transmitting, thus ensuring optimal quality 
regardless of the incoming signal. This equalisation and repeater 
function enables the HDMI cable distance to be extended 5m from 
the output at full 4K resolution.

Control is via the direct selection keys, which allow easy switching 
between modes, and status LED’s provide ‘at-a-glance’ viewing of 
the device status. 

Features
•    HDMI 2.0, HDCP 2.2, HDCP1.4 and DVI compliant
•    Supports input source and output display signal analysis up to 

Full 4K
•    Supports bandwidth down converting from Full 4K to YUV 4:2:0
•    Supports EDID signal management from internal, external and 

user defined EDID
•    Supports application control via USB
•    Supports LED status display
•    Supports USB firmware update

Advanced HDMI Pattern  
Generator & Analyser
(4K, HDCP2.2, HDMI2.0) 
XA-4

An integrators tool for producing 4K HDMI signals for verifying 
and testing wider AV installations. This device has 54 resolutions 
settings, 47 test patterns, and 6 analysis tests which provide over 
a thousand different combinations of test scenarios. It supports 
HDMI data packets, EDID & HDCP analysis, EDID emulation, and 
allows the user to save 2 custom patterns, along with the ability to 
generate audio up to 8 channels. 

Features
•  HDMI2.0, HDCP 2.2 and DVI compliant
•  Supports analysis of the source and the display up to full 4K 

HDMI2.0 resolutions
•  Supports analysis of HDMI data packets
•  Supports analysis and control of HDCP1.4 and HDCP2.2
•  Supports analysis and emulation of EDID data, including SCDC 

(Status and Control Data Channel)
•  VGA output resolutions : 480p, 576p, 720p, 1080i, 1080p, 

640×480, 800×600, 1024×768, 1280×1024, 1366×768, 
1400×1050,1440×900, 1600×900 (RB), 1600×1200, 1680×1050, 
1920×1200 (RB)

•  HDMI output resolutions : 480p, 576p, 720p, 1080i, 1080p, 
640×480, 800×600, 1024×768, 1280×1024, 1366×768, 
1400×1050,1440×900, 1600×900 (RB), 1600×1200, 1680×1050, 
1920×1200 (RB), 4K UHD@24/25/30Hz (RGB 4:4:4 & YUV 4:2:2), 
4K/2K@24/25/30Hz (RGB 4:4:4 & YUV 4:2:2) 

•  Supports extra 2 Custom Pattern sizes 
•  Supports external stereo audio input & output
•  Supports generation of sinewave audio up to LPCM 7.1 and 

analysis of the source audio signal
•  Supports front panel, IR Remote, RS-232, and Telnet controls

Signal Management Tools

4K HDMI  
2.0

HDCP  
2.2

4K HDMI  
2.0

HDCP  
2.2

4K HDMI  
2.0

HDCP  
2.2
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Having previously ridden across Northern France, Belgium 
and into Holland, last year’s challenge was the toughest yet, as 
they took on the might of the Alps.  Cycling 500 miles in just 3 
days, beginning in Troyes, they completed the task at the top of 
the infamous Alpe d’Huez - which in itself is an incredible 15.5 
miles, 21 hairpins and 1,100 metres of climb up to a height of 
1850 metres!

The team’s challenge for 2016 sets off on the 29th September 
and starts in Normandy, taking the team across France to 
French Massif Central (approx. 500miles) over the course of 
three days.  Having already raised in excess of £20,000 for the 
three charities, we are delighted to continue partnering this 
fantastic cause and in recognition, we are offering every visitor 
to our ISE stand the chance to win a fully-bespoke carbon 
bike fitted with a high-end Shimano Groupset, which will be 
customised to the winners size

Entering the competition is easy – just hand in a business card 
to the CYP ISE 2016 stand and you are entered into the draw.  
Alternatively, every attendee to a CYP training course up to 
September 2016 will be entered, with the draw taking place in 
November, after the team have finished this year’s challenge.  
The winner will be announced and the bike presented shortly 
thereafter.  We like to make this quite an event, with last year’s 
winner, Marc Maskrey of Systems Integration Specialists, Cinos 
Ltd (www.cinos.net), presented with his bike at UK’s Olympic  
Lee Valley Velopark in December 2015.

Don’t miss out on your opportunity to win this truly bespoke 
bike and perhaps join the HDBaseTeam on their next 
challenge?  Although that’s not compulsory…  

Since 2014, CYP has been the proud sponsor of 
HDBaseTeam, the charity cycle team created and 
organised by CYP-distributor CIE-Group.

Each year, the team, which is made up of CIE-Group Directors and members of the AV 
sales and technical support staff, sets itself a gruelling, quick paced challenge to ride 
in excess of 500 miles across Europe, to raise funds for three very important charities – 
Cancer Research, The British Heart Foundation and local-to-CIE Derby Kids Camp. 

HDBaseTeam Charity 
Cycle Challenge

Marc Maskrey
Systems Integration Specialists, Cinos Ltd

Your donation for these worthy causes would be gratefully received 

Please visit www.justgiving.com/HDBTeam

In partnership with 
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Multi-room HDMI Distribution and HDBaseT Design
This course is perfectly suited to existing integrators and 
satellite, aerial and CCTV installers who are currently looking 
to expand their business into AV distribution. Our one day 
introduction to multi-room AV course provides all of the 
core knowledge required to confidently specify and install 
multi room AV solutions. This AV Academy workshop is 
designed to provide sound knowledge of the complexities of 
HDMI signals and the integration of multiple signal formats, 
including audio, within any given multi zone AV system.

The HDBaseT design section of the course is aimed to provide 
installers with advanced knowledge and understanding 
of HDBaseT technology and its application within a host 
of installation environments. Installation partners will be 
introduced to the variety of CYP product options and learn 
how to design systems that maximise the performance 

and, importantly, the cost effectiveness of any HDBaseT 
installation. The course is aimed to help build confidence 
when integrating HDBaseT matrix solutions while also 
introducing many new products and advanced applications.

All of our CYP workshops are provided by our Training and 
Technical Support Manager, Neil Walton. Neil has over 25 
years’ experience of training and over 10 years specifically 
working within the residential AV installation market. His 
passion for the industry and friendly approach to engaging 
training delegates makes CYP training both insightful and 
enjoyable for all those that attend. 

In addition to CYP structured workshops, the doors to our AV 
Academy facility are always open to our partners to use as a 
sales showroom, pre-installation set up and system testing.

Training
Providing our installer partners with industry leading 
training and hands on support is one of our primary 
objectives. Within our dedicated AV Academy facility in 
Middlesex and remotely in locations across the UK and 
Europe, we provide tailored training and workshops that are 
suited to all levels of integrator and installer. 

Our workshops create a friendly training environment where 
installers can confidently build their knowledge about the 
unique challenges faced when integrating AV within any 
installation environment. Our AV Academy offers unrivalled 
industry facilities, allowing us to recreate a range of 
installation scenarios to give installers the necessary hands-
on experience with products and build their understanding 
of the complexities of integrating multiple AV signals.

Now fully CEDIA approved and certified, attendees can 
also receive 2.25CEU points when they attend a course, 
which adds to their on-going CEDIA accreditation. 
- So you can earn whilst you learn!

For further information about our training including any special requirements or bespoke courses, please contact:
training@cypeurope.com or alternatively contact Neil directly on neil.walton@cypeurope.com

CYP Training Department contact number:   +44 (0)203 137 6690

2016 Confirmed Dates
DATE DESCRIPTION WHERE

Tuesday 1st  March Multi-room HDMI Distribution and HDBaseT System Design  CYP, Shepperton
Tuesday 5th April Multi-room HDMI Distribution and HDBaseT System Design  CYP, Shepperton
Tuesday 3rd May Multi-room HDMI Distribution and HDBaseT System Design  CYP, Shepperton
Tuesday 7th June Multi-room HDMI Distribution and HDBaseT System Design  CYP, Shepperton
Tuesday 5th July Multi-room HDMI Distribution and HDBaseT System Design  CYP, Shepperton

Visit our website for additional dates: www.cypeurope.com/training-dates
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Working hard to make  
your life easier.

Continued dedication and focus has made CYP a market leader in connectivity 
solutions for both systems integrators and professional AV installers throughout 

Europe. We have a range of over 350 tried and tested products that offer a 
standard of performance and reliability that cannot be matched.

The key to building such a successful range lies with the ability to continuously 
develop new products that drive innovation. Within AV distribution, this requires 
an excellent market understanding and the very best R&D engineers. CYP have a 

continuous new product roadmap containing over 30 projects at any one time. This 
ensures that we can always provide our partners with innovative solutions utilising 

the very latest technologies.

From our European headquarters in Shepperton (UK),  
we support distributors, systems integrators and installers throughout Europe, the 

Middle East and Africa. From initial specification of projects through to industry 
leading after sales support and training, we provide our partners with complete 
confidence in the AV solutions they deliver. Behind this support is a dedicated 

team of product managers and engineers who all have the skills and experience 
to deliver practical help at every stage of the CYP journey. It is this passion for the 

industry and pride in our products that makes us the perfect manufacturer partner.

*Subject to terms and conditions

Product Performance
CYP products offer unrivalled levels of 

performance and reliability. All of our products 
have been tested and approved for compatibility 
with all recognised manufacturers of displays and 

AV hardware. 

Technical Support
From initial specification of projects through 
to industry leading after-sales support and 

training, CYP provide our partners with 
complete confidence in the AV solutions they 

deliver. Our full time UK based technical support 
team are available by phone or email from 

9am−5:30pm, 5 days per week.

Research & Development
Over 90 R&D engineers work continuously on 
the development of new CYP products. With 

more than 30 new products scheduled for 
launch at ISE 2016, CYP is driving innovation 

within the heart of the AV market.

Logistics
CYP offer next day delivery throughout Europe 
for over 350 stocked products. Our network of 
40 international distributors are supplied from 
our UK central warehouse. In 2015 we shipped 
over 7,500 orders that equated to over 50,000 

product units.

Training
Industry leading training and interactive  

courses are available from CYP to help  
drive confidence of AV distribution and 

automation systems. Training is provided  
at our purpose built AV Academy in  

Shepperton and also at other locations 
throughout the UK and Europe.

Satisfaction Guarantee
We are passionately confident about the 

performance of our products. This is supported 
by the exclusive satisfaction guarantee we 

provide to our installation partners. If a 
customer is not completely satisfied with the 

performance of any CYP product, it can be 
returned to us without question.

Our vision is simple.  

To deliver market leading connectivity 
solutions that enhance the capability 

of Audio Visual products in any 
installation environment. 



CYP (UK) Ltd 
Unit 7 Shepperton Business Park, Govett Avenue,  

Shepperton, TW17 8BA, United Kingdom

sales@cypeurope.com

+44 (0) 20 3137 9180

Thank you for visiting our stand!
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